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WASHINGTON REPORT
SPACE

Last week, the House of Repre-

sentatives passed legislation pro
viding direction for the space

program in the years ahead. This
debate was carried out against
the background of public satisfac-
tion stemming from the return of

the Apollo 13 Astronauts. Clearly,
the bravery of the Astronauts in|
the face of adversity and the resources should be allocated to
enormous ingenuity of NASA’s future space efforts.
Mission Control personnel were as |
spectacular as any aspect of the
many fully successful missions in
the nation’s probe into space.

These recent events had created
a favorable atmosphere for the

legislation and probably account-

ed for some of the lopsided vote |
by which the bill passed, In gen- |
eral, I have supported the space
effort. However, I feel we must

, cessful completion of the mission.
At the sametime, these new dis-
coveries have spread throughout
our economy to change the lives

of the American people more|
than they may realize, Once the,

| moon landing occurred, however,
the American people found them.

selves facing a decision about]
what proportion of our national

Some Americans suggest that
we forget about the bleak and
forbidding reaches of outer space

{ and that we concentrate on the

problems of our own planet. They

argue that so long as we have

poverty, war, injustice, and the

need to repair our environment
| at home, space exploration is
morally questionable and econom-

analyze the long-term effort in icallya I inhi with!
the sharper perspective of our that conclusion. Human progress
present needs here on earth and | goes not flow evenly and thefact
that more reductions than this| that mankind continually facesbill contains should be planned. I unsolved problems has never
After a decade of a costly crash| justified a refusal to explore the

program to put a man on the unknown. The challenges to our
moon, our space program has| era in this regard are no differentstimulated fantastic advances in than those that have gone be- |
technology which enabled the suc-  

program in the next decade, nev-|
 

| ertheless, is dictated by other!
EARN THE needs and problems and we

HIGHEST RATE { should change our thinking from |
the crash-program philosophy of |

ON F.S.L.I.C. the sixties to a level that can be |
sustained over the long-term. {

INSURED

SAVINGS
Spending in the space program |

Now All Savings Earn

has been declining. In fact, the
budget request of $3.3 billion sub-
mitted by the Administration is

the lowest figure to appear in a|
budget since th¢ mid-sixties. In-
sistence by the House that this |
figure be raised by $300 million |
was wrong and I opposed the

bill. Rather than increase the au- |
thorization as the House did, I
feel that some shaving of the |

Administration's original request!
was desirable. There is a good |
chance that this bill will happen
when the House considers the ac-

tual appropriations legislation 1a. |
er. |

Briefly, this measure contains

the essential thrust the country|
will follow in its space effort in
the next ten years. The bill is di-
vided into 18 parts which provide

{ a glimpse of what is to come.
{ Further lunar exploration, space

From Date Of Investment. |!

$10,000 Min.

6% 2 Yr. Term

6%, Dividend Quarterly

3/05%4%
533% Quarterly Dividend

$1,000 Min.
BY.4% 6 Mos. Term

514% Dividend Quarterly

$5,000 Min.

1 Yr. Term

|

|
|
| 

59% 90 Day stations, new space transport ve-!
9 Passbook | hicles, research into the evolu-

| tion of the universe to better un- |

- | derstand the physical principles

43 o/ PASSBOOK ! that prevail upon the earth, plan-
4 /o RATE ning solar system exploration, ap-

| plying space technology to the|
| study of weather problems upon

| our planet, developing new pro-!

pulsion systems, and studying the!
| application of space technology
| for general use are some of the|
plans proposed in the bill |

|

Paid Quarterly

HOME
SAVINGS & LOAN

ASSOCIATION

104 East Mountain

Phone 739-2531

So far, $50 billion has been in-
| vested in the space effort and the|
scientific fall-out the country has |
obtained from it makes an impres- |

sive list. From these side-effects |
have come benefits that will re-

turn billions of dollars from ap-  
We have it!

New
(Armstrong

Carpet |
leading name
in flooring

is the newest
name in
carpet!

Jthe kind of exciting colors you would ex-pect from Armstrong . . . and in a fabulousassortment of fabrics: shags, velvety plushes, deli-cately sculptured designs. No need to worry aboutwhich fiber you should choose. These are Armstrong
Approved Fibers. And you can forget budget prob-lems. These are affordable. All you have to do is pickyour color; Armstrong has taken care of the rest,
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CITY FLOOR SERVICE, INC. |
1204 SHELBY ROAD

Call 738-2331 For Free Estimate
W. D. BYERS — JIM LYBRAND  
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fore. A lower priority for the space |(alifornia.
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Lunch Programs ©. Auto Dealers —
. What kind of assista) doe

this program offer? T k H SINU FERERSGive Food Help "i:ov oo... Take Honors
plications in agriculture, forestry, ; program may receive cash reim :

geology, weather prediction and To Many Needy bursement for food purchased, uj PINT I Bth.Cava Here's
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ent who was struck by the fantas- Bat What help is available to; <PA dYonated foods ard up to 75 PI Offer Worth bess tie ee on

tic and single-minded efforts to their Brothers and sisters who are per cent of the cost of buvi
save the lives of the Apollo 13 100 young for school, or to these |.~ vquipment “Reawa
Astronauts. He asked the philo- children when school is not ir : ; hoy of nal ent i Service
sophical question which many of Session: Io take part in this pr gran the 4 1 tive ind ver

us have raised. Why cannot the one source of help is a g pstinions must agree. Pye Presents Beatty, Bea

sameconstructive energies be ap- papartment of Agriculture food J oou 2 Roop ; £1] » W Mia | lr
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challenges which confound and Gepvice Program for Children color ar national po pa 1 4 ! 3 a
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can achieve when it is determin: cre institutions provide food for ments set by the Food and N y ¥ B=RCTRAed to succeed. Regardless of what- whildren from low-income areas trition Service = a3ever else it may accomplish, thefrom areas with many working Mr. and Mrs, Charl INO 3 i : GREEN STAMPS
symbolism of the space program mothers 3 y > To find out more about the pro- of Dixon (ni le ( 1 3 A POR AND PURCHASE OF |
has real value in a nation whose : gram, any interested group or or- are 1] deal APE
problems may be so trying that Day care centers, settlement ganization in North should con $10.00 er More Order |i%
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